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Left out
Even as CPS opens more new
schools, children with special
needs have a tougher time finding
options. Placements in private
therapeutic schools are scarce,
and some charters are reluctant
to enroll them.
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Ensuring equity for children
who have special needs

T

By Lorraine Forte
Editor-in-Chief

o paraphrase a common saying,
sometimes a statistic is worth a
thousand words.
As reporting for this issue of
Catalyst In Depth unfolded, a telling statistic emerged (shown in the accompanying graphic). Its point: Racial disparity in
CPS reaches down even into small-scale
programs that fly under the radar.
In this case, the disparity is in the district’s program for placing children with
more severe disabilities in private, therapeutic day schools, designed to provide optimal support for learning. These
schools are expensive, and placements in
them have plummeted from about 3,000
children in 2000 to just 850 now.
Advocates and lawyers for the disabled
say that children who should be in day
schools can only get placements from CPS
if parents have the money to hire a lawyer
to fight the battle. As the data show, white
children have the best odds, Latino children the worst.
There’s another issue with placements:
whether and how CPS pays for them. Part
of the district’s special education block
grant is meant to pay for day schools,
but advocates say CPS banks part of that
money. It’s easy to see why advocates are
suspicious. This year, the district got $86
million for therapeutic schools, but even
at the high end of the scale, $32,000 per
student, that adds up to just $27 million
for 850 children. CPS says part of the
money is being spent on better classrooms and services inside the district for
children with severe disabilities, but advocates don’t buy that either.
Finally, what about the money that is
being spent? CPS pays day schools a lower
per-pupil rate—$28,000 to $32,000—than
the state’s rate of $38,000, which other
school districts must pay.
In exchange for day schools agreeing
to a lower rate, CPS pays “regardless of attendance or enrollment.” Where’s the accountability here?
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Day school disparity
Experts cite two reasons for disparities in
therapeutic day school placements: Black
children are over-represented among
those with behavioral or emotional
disorders—the most common reason for
placement—and white families are more
likely to have the money to hire lawyers
who will fight on their behalf.
Enrollment and placements, 2011
chicago public
schools

Therapeutic
schools

White

11%

22%

Black

49%

54%

Latino

38%

19%

Source: Illinois State Board of Education

Fair share?
Citywide, 14 percent of CPS students
are in special education. Charters have
fewer, but say they should be compared
to magnet schools, since both admit
students via lottery.
Enrollment, 2012
school

Elem.

H.S.

overall

Charter

9%

14%

11%

Magnet

10%

13%

11%

Neighborhood

13%

17%

13%

Source: Catalyst analysis of CPS data

There’s a fiscally responsible and credibility-enhancing solution at hand. Make
CPS account for its special education
spending, just as other districts do. Start
with legislation proposed in Springfield
to require CPS to testify every year about
its budget in order to be eligible for block
grants. The bill, HB3871, is now stuck in
the Rules Committee, where legislation
goes to die. But the concept is still alive
and well in the Capitol. Stay tuned.
Charter schools have become part of

the equation for special needs students.
On paper, the charter philosophy of innovation and freedom seems tailor-made for
creating and implementing new practices

for special education students. But reality
isn’t that clear-cut.
Charters usually have their own codes
of conduct and place strong emphasis on
discipline, and children with behavioral
problems may find it hard to fit the mold.
Special education advocates say that charters sometimes—subtly or not so subtly—
dissuade parents from enrolling their children with special needs, or push them out
when they can’t conform. At a symposium
last year, CPS officials basically told charters they needed to get their act together
regarding special education students.
As part of a charter-district compact
now in the works, charters are seeking
more money to educate children with
special needs. But any change in funding should come with a new requirement
to give some measure of neighborhood
preference in enrollment. Community
pressure has already won neighborhood
preference at some charters. That should
be the standard for all.
With all the angst and mistrust of charters in Chicago, what better way to reinforce the idea that they’re truly public
schools, open to all—including children
with special needs?
*

*

*

Catalyst Chicago has won two awards in

the prestigious national contest held by
the Education Writers Association. Associate Editor Rebecca Harris won for her beat
reporting on early childhood education,
including the Summer 2011 issue of Catalyst In Depth, “The ABCs of Kindergarten.”
Deputy Editor Sarah Karp won for the Fall
2011 issue of Catalyst In Depth, “The Right
Move?” on Marshall High’s first year as a
turnaround school.
Every issue takes intensive work, including data analysis and on-the-ground,
inside-schools reporting. But as these
awards show, the end result is high-quality reporting and stories you won’t find
anywhere else. If you value our reporting,
in print and online, help support us by
becoming a member. To learn more, go to
www.catalyst-chicago.org/membership.
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At Acacia Academy, teacher Kacey Bourdage helps a student with chemistry. One-on-one help is a hallmark at therapeutic schools
like Acacia. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]

No place in line

T

he number of disabled students placed in private
therapeutic schools has fallen dramatically since 2000,
while state money for these placements has risen to
$86 million. CPS saves money by keeping these students in
regular public schools. But disability-rights advocates say
students need the extra support provided at therapeutic
schools. COVER STORY: PAGE 5
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Special Education
Patricia Jones, who fought to get her son Darion placed
in a therapeutic day school, looks over a book with her
daughter Joy. Jones waged a similar battle to find a
therapeutic placement for Joy, who is now enrolled in
Olive-Harvey College. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
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No place in line
CPS saves money by keeping down the number of more severely disabled
students placed in private therapeutic schools, which are designed
to provide optimal support. But the decline in placements raises two
questions: Are these students getting the services they need? And is CPS
adequately monitoring the private schools on its preferred list?
WHY IT MATTERS
Placement of special education students in
private therapeutic schools, designed for
students with more severe disabilities, has
declined in Chicago. Advocates for these
children question whether they are getting the
services they need.
 CPS receives $86 million from the state to
pay for private placements. But fewer than
900 students are in therapeutic schools,
and advocates accuse the district of banking
part of the money.
 Almost 600 of the students are in schools
that are part of a special contracting
program in which CPS pays a lower daily
rate than the state sets, regardless of
student attendance. CPS could not provide
evaluation data for these schools.
 Out of 30 complaints to ISBE over the last
two years, 20 were filed by parents fighting
for placements, usually after their child had
been failing for years in public schools.
 CPS officials insist they are doing a better job
of serving special needs students inside the
district, but high dropout rates among this
group of students contradict that assertion.

A

By Sarah Karp

fter her son, Darion, was attacked by
Fenger High School football players
who accused him of stealing flip
flops, Patricia Jones decided that he
could not safely return to the rough
school on the far South Side.
Diagnosed with both bipolar and explosive
intermittent disorder, Darion was liable to lash
out. The players, too, were out to get him again,
Jones felt.
Jones told the principal that she wanted Darion transferred, but was stunned when she was
told he should go to an alternative school. Most
alternative schools in CPS have small budgets and
too few social workers, psychologists and psychiatrists to adequately help troubled students.
Some of the schools hesitate to take students
with a laundry list of problems, like Darion’s.
“When I tried to ask questions, the principal told me she wasn’t going to argue with me,”
Jones recalls. “I told her she would be hearing
from my attorney.”
“They thought I was a fool,” adds Jones, a
short, stocky powerhouse of a mom.
Jones says she knew instinctively that an alternative school was not the right place for Darion.

He sat home for more than a month as she pursued legal action on his behalf. It was only after
Jones sought the counsel of an attorney that district officials acquiesced and approved a placement for Darion in a therapeutic day school.
Darion was extraordinarily lucky on several
fronts. He had an involved mother who had been
through similar struggles before with another
child and knew about specialty schools that are
designed to educate students with severe academic, behavioral and mental health problems.
These days, it is extremely difficult to get a
placement in a private special education school.
CPS gets almost half—about $86 million—of
the state’s $178 million appropriation for private placements, but it is wrapped in a larger
special education block grant. Unlike other districts, CPS can spend the money on other services for special education students, including
transportation.
The block grant creates a disincentive for
CPS to allow students to attend these private
schools, says Bridget Helmholz, a consultant for
the Illinois Association of Private Special Education Centers. Helmholz has worked with the association for 30 years.
CPS officials would not provide information
on how much they spend to place special edu-
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Special Education

A student studies wind chimes in the nature park at Acacia Academy, where hands-on lessons are common. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
cation students in private schools.
“The problem is when you have money not
based on the number getting a service,” Helmholz says. “The incentive is to not serve the students and keep the money.”
Nationally, private placements have gone up,
but in CPS they have shrunk dramatically even
though state money for private placements has
increased. Advocates and lawyers for specialneeds students say children with multiple and
profound disabilities—students who would
have been placed in private therapeutic settings
in the past—are now not getting the services
they need.
Rodney Estvan of Access Living, an advocacy
organization for people with disabilities, says
keeping more students in regular schools could
be a good thing, if the district was creating highquality, separate classes in-house. But Estvan,
a longtime observer of the district, says there’s
no evidence that students are being more effectively educated or that the money saved on
private placements is going to make separate
classes better.
Rebecca Clark, director of school support for
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the CPS Office of Special Education and Supports, disagrees. She insists that the district
has done, and continues to do, a better job of
educating these students by providing more options, including separate classrooms with support staff and teachers. She points out that the
federal mandate is to serve students in the least
restrictive environment, but sending them off to
private schools isolates them.
“The quality is getting better,” she says of
self-contained classrooms, which include multisensory classrooms for students with severe disabilities.
Michael O’Connor, an attorney who has handled special education cases, says he hears this
argument often but, like Estvan, has seen little
or no evidence to support it.
“They could [serve students in-house] if the
will was there, but they don’t,” he says.
Experts say that the high cost of therapeutic
schools is a prime factor that can drive placements up or down. CPS pays $28,000 to $32,000
per student per year for private placements.
“The pendulum swings depending on the
economy,” says Sherry Kolbe, executive direc-

tor of the National Association of Private Special
Education Centers. “When there is money, they
send the children out. When there isn’t money,
they bring them in.”
Clark says CPS officials do not discourage
schools from making private placements, nor
do they make decisions to save money. In her
view, schools sometimes want to make private
placements without enough evidence that one
is needed.
Meanwhile, without as many students, therapeutic schools are struggling financially, scaling
back to more bare-bones programs. CEO Susan
Reyna-Guerrero, president and CEO of Beacon
Therapeutic, a private school for children with
emotional disorders, says that in recent years,
the school lost its music program, gym teacher
and a re-integration specialist who helped students transition from the therapeutic day school
back to a regular school when appropriate.
“My question is, ‘Where are these children?’”
Reyna-Guerrero says. “The thing that pulls on
my heart strings is that I think they are dropping
out, on the street, in juvenile detention centers.
I think they are being lost.” Students with spe-

Day school placements
cial needs have the lowest graduation rates in
CPS, according to CPS data.
In 1996, just as Mayor Richard M. Daley took

control of the schools, CPS began getting money
from the state in the form of block grants. Until then, CPS, like all other districts, was reimbursed by the state for the number of students
in private day schools—a practice that continues outside Chicago.
With the block grant in place, CPS set up a
special program for therapeutic day schools:
Schools would be paid a lower rate than the rate
set by the Illinois State Board of Education—
$28,000 to $32,000 per student per year, versus
ISBE’s average rate of $38,000. But the district
would pay for a student’s seat for the year, regardless of “attendance or enrollment.”
In contrast, the state requires proof of attendance before districts are reimbursed and
requires districts to stop payment if the student
is absent for five days. Payment will only be reinstated after a meeting that includes a social
worker, psychologist and a parent, who can figure out why the child isn’t attending.
Under the administration of CEO JeanClaude Brizard, the contract for schools is being
renegotiated this year, Clark says.
Sara Mauk, an attorney who represents parents in special education cases, is critical of the
arrangement and says there’s little incentive for
day schools to make sure students attend school
and make progress. Mauk says she thinks that
several of the schools that refused to be part of
the special contract program (because of the lower rate) are of better quality; yet it is often a challenge to get students placed in those schools.
The extent to which CPS monitors the schools
in the program is unclear, as is the quality of services they provide. In its contract, CPS specifies
that these schools provide the district with proof
that they are achieving certain standards. But
when asked for documentation of deliverables
and outcomes, CPS officials did not provide it:
The data “is not available” because of staff turnover and an office move, according to the district’s response to a Catalyst Chicago Freedom of
Information Act request.
If CPS does not know where the information
is, it goes without saying that they aren’t using it
to monitor the schools that they contract with,
says Helmholz. “A good government analyzes
outcomes,” she says.
Estvan says that some of the preferred placements are good, while others are lacking.
The question of quality came to the forefront
in February, when a student was stabbed and
killed by a classmate at Infinity School of Chicago, a private day school that has a contract
with CPS.
Questions had already been raised about

Infinity. Last May, when the board approved a
renewal of its day school contracting program,
documents stated “The agreement with Infinity
School of Chicago is not being renewed.”
Then in October, the board approved an
amended document that added Infinity. Clark
offers no explanation for why Infinity was not included in May and said it was “just a mistake.”
Clark, who has been in charge of making private placements for a year, says that she’s sure
that these schools have been evaluated in the
past, especially as it relates to how many students they re-integrate back into regular schools.
However, she notes that she is devising a system
to improve monitoring and transparency.
“We want parents to be able to look at these
schools and tell which ones are good and which
ones are not,” she says. “They’ve never been able
to do that before.”
Questioning the quality and worrying that
CPS schools are just trying to get rid of their
children, some parents fight to keep their children out of private placements, says Rachel Shapiro, an attorney for Equip for Equality, a state
disability-rights organization.
But most of the time, parents are looking for
an option to get their child more services than
their public school provides.
When parents believe the school district is
not providing adequate services for their child,
they can file a complaint, called a due process
case, with the Illinois State Board of Education.
Over the past two years, 20 of 30 due process
cases brought against CPS involved parents either making the case that their child should be
placed in a therapeutic day school, or asking the
district to pay for a placement once they secured
a spot for their child.
Inside these case files are emotional stories of
parents desperately trying to get help for their
children.
In one case that was resolved earlier this year,
the file reveals a particularly long and difficult
story. The student was diagnosed with an emotional disorder and a cognitive disability when
he first started elementary school. For years, he
failed classes, even when he was in a separate
classroom for special education students.
When he got to high school, his Individual
Education Plan only detailed a “moderate cognitive impairment,” but omitted any reference
to an emotional disability or Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder, even though he had
been diagnosed with both. The young man was
put in separate classes for most of his school
day, but was still struggling. In an IEP meeting,
one of his teachers noted the following: “Student
did not study or complete his assignments, was
tardy for class, left his books in his locker, took
notes slowly, failed tests and quizzes, was easily

In 2000, CPS placed about 3,000 severely disabled
students in private therapeutic schools and
received $23 million from the state’s budget for
private placements. Unlike other districts, CPS receives the money in a block grant that allows wide
discretion in spending. CPS says it is serving more
students in regular public schools. Its latest block
grant was $86 million.
Disabled students in therapeutic schools
Other private schools

Preferred provider schools

2006

983
843

2011

Note: Preferred provider schools are in a special CPS contracting
program that pays a lower rate than the state’s.
Source: Chicago Public Schools

NATIONAL TREND
Some special education advocates say that CPS,
which has a substantial number of students with
multiple or severe disabilities, should place more
students in small, private therapeutic schools.
They point out that other urban school systems
tend to have higher placement rates than Chicago.
disabled students in therapeutic schools

New York City Public Schools

8.3%

Boston Public Schools

6.6%

Houston Independent School District

5.7%

Illinois, outside Chicago

5.0%

School District of Philadelphia

3.2%

Miami-Dade County, Fla., Public Schools

3.0%

Clark County Schools, Nev. (Las Vegas)
Chicago Public Schools

1.9%

2.1%

Note: CPS data are for the 2011-2012 school year. Data for other
districts are for 2009-2010, the most recent available.
Source: Chicago Public Schools, state boards of educations

distracted and did not focus and stay on task.”
His mother asked for a placement in a therapeutic day school, but was told he could not be
placed in one because his teachers had not seen
the “off-task behaviors.”
From February through May 2010, the student’s algebra teacher kept anecdotal records of
the student’s daily bad behavior, from verbally
and physically threatening others to not being
prepared for class. The teacher recommended
that the student be placed in a smaller, therapeutic setting.
In his IEP meeting in May 2010, the mother
again requested a private therapeutic setting.
The case manager said that they needed anecdotal evidence from teachers—despite the account from the algebra teacher—and refused to
recommend a change of placement, according
to the legal complaint.
During his second year of high school, in
2010-2011, his mother more than once ex-
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pressed doubts that he was learning anything at
school and again asked for a therapeutic placement. Again, she was told no.
By the end of that year, the student had only
two credits, and his reading, math and spelling
skills were at 2nd-grade level, lower than they
had been three years earlier. His mother called
the district’s Office of Special Education and Supports and told them she was worried about his
behavior and the fact that he couldn’t read. According to the due process complaint, the special
services administrator told the mother that a private therapeutic day school was “too expensive.”
It was at this point that the mother first filed
her complaint. Two months later, before the
hearing on her complaint, the young man, at
age 17, was allowed to transfer to South Central
Community School. Records show he is doing
well there.
The hearing officer, who ordered additional
compensatory services for the student, took the
district to task for its failure to provide services.
The mother’s “pleas were ignored and the student was allowed to struggle and fail for three
years of high school until the parent finally got a
lawyer and requested a due process hearing.”
Advocates say due process complaints represent only a fraction of the wealth of problems that
parents confront. Because they usually entail getting an attorney, attending numerous meetings
and providing detailed documentation, a good
number of parents don’t pursue cases.
Relative to their representation in special
education, white students are more likely to
have placements in private schools, according to
2009-2010 state data. Data show 22 percent of the
students in private placements are white, though
they make up only 11 percent of the students in
special education. Parents of white students may
be more likely to have the resources to hire lawyers and insist on placements, Estvan says.
And in many situations, the student just
winds up dropping out. The University of Chicago Consortium on School Research found that
fewer than half of students in special education,
and fewer than 20 percent of those with emotional disabilities, graduate.
There’s a ripple effect, too. The head of special
education for a South Side high school describes
a student who she says is “disintegrating before
her eyes.” One day in late February, the girl was
screaming and cursing so loudly that the classes
on the floor above her could hear it. Students in
the classes nearby were pressed against the window, trying to see what was going on.
“Learning was disrupted,” says the director,
who asked not to be identified.
The young woman has mental health issues
and the director says she does not think the
school can provide what the student needs. She
says she has called her contact in central office
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numerous times to ask for a placement in a therapeutic day school, but keeps being put off.
“I am worried about the student and the other students here,” she says.
In the end, parents are forced to do the work

of fighting for these placements.
If a parent believes that a school is not and
cannot meet the needs of their child, they need
to somehow find out about private placements,
somehow figure out which schools are good and,
often, somehow find a lawyer to represent them
in a due process complaint.
Patricia Jones became this type of parent after a long journey. In her small home in Roseland, she raised two biological daughters, both
of whom excelled in school and went on to college. But her life took some turns, and the story
of those turns is told in framed pictures that cover nearly every inch of her living room walls.
In one corner is a poster-sized photo of her
late husband in a tan suit. In others, children
and teenagers and young adults, some dressed
in graduation robes, strike poses in school portraits. They are displayed next to diplomas and
certificates.
Jones says this room and these walls are not a
shrine, but documentation of her journey. However, the pictures that she finds herself staring at,
and swallowing hard, are those of her husband,
Curtis, and of her second-oldest daughter. Her
husband died of cardiac failure two years ago,
years after a car accident left him with a tracheal
tube. The daughter, a high school math teacher,
was strangled to death by a friend last year.
Jones says it was her husband, who suggested
that they take in foster children after watching
a commercial about children in desperate need
of homes. “He said that God gave him another
chance at life and that he needed to do something good with it,” Jones says.
They wound up taking in a set of siblings and
two other children. They were small, and besides
coming from troubled families, did not seem to
have additional problems. But soon, Joy, one of
the two little girls, showed signs of having medical problems.
She had Crouzon Syndrome, which is similar to Down Syndrome. Jones says her husband,
tracheal tube and all, spent years driving her to
the University of Illinois at Chicago for doctor’s
appointments.
Joy needed several surgeries to reshape her
head; afterward, she had obvious losses in cognitive functioning. When the little girl started at
the neighborhood elementary school, she was
immediately put into special education. Jones
says she was told by teachers and other staff at
the school that Joy was making progress.
One day when Joy was in 8th grade, Jones
asked her how much money she had in her

hand. An easy question for most 13-year-olds—
but Joy could not answer.
“My poor baby could not count money,”
Jones says. “I was crying big tears.”
Like many parents, Jones says she did not
know that there was an alternative to her neighborhood schools’ special education department. And no one at the school suggested that
Joy needed anything more than what they were
providing.
But Jones served on the local school council
and had gone to a training on special education
put on by the advocacy organization Designs
for Change. A friend at the organization told her
about specialty schools that could help Joy, but
to get a placement she would probably need a
lawyer. They gave Jones Michael O’Connor’s
name and number.
After months of meetings that eventually led
to a due process hearing, Jones finally won a
placement for her daughter at Acacia Academy,
housed in a former church in LaGrange Highlands, a southwestern suburb.
Thirty years ago, Acacia’s founder Kathryn
Fouks opened a clinic to teach struggling readers. Realizing that some children needed more
support, she later opened a school that would
look at each individual child’s needs and use the
approach best suited for him or her.
Acacia Academy is a small, nurturing environment that offers plenty of hands-on learning.
In back of the school is a nature center, where
math lessons and writing lessons are sometimes
taught. The math teacher also teaches guitar.
And during breaks, students can play on the
basketball hoop out front. The staff includes social workers, psychiatrists, occupational therapists and physical therapists.
For many years, staff from CPS regularly
placed children at Acacia. “They would drive
them up here with their files, rather than wait
for the mail,” she says.
But that stopped when she refused to be part
of the private contracting program. These days,
she says, 95 percent of the placements from
CPS are the result of a successful due process
complaint. She even has some working-class
parents from Chicago who are so desperate for
their children to get help that they pay Acacia
out of pocket. The cost is $1,925 a month.
Students who come to Acacia as a result of a
due process complaint often have experienced
prolonged years of failure and have major problems that spurred their parents to search for an
alternative, Fouks says.
O’Connor says that one problem is that he
can only bring a legal case once the damage has
been done.
“They have to languish forever, and then we
can push for compensatory services,” he says.
Districts outside of Chicago are much more

Acacia Academy teacher Katherine Milling helps a student with his school work. Acacia’s founder refused to join the CPS preferred provider program, which pays a lower
rate for placements. Students from CPS who are placed at Acacia usually come after long legal battles. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
likely to place students without their parents
having to fight for it. One day in January, Fouks
takes a call from a caseworker at Proviso Township High School in Maywood, who has a parent
in her office. The caseworker thinks Acacia might
help the woman’s son, who is intelligent but has
moved around a lot, has not quite mastered reading and is experiencing a high level of anxiety.
On a speaker phone, Fouks tells the mother
about Acacia’s tiny class sizes, the opportunities
for apprenticeships and the arrangements they
have for the students to participate in sports.
“We look to see what the student is interested
in,” Fouks tells her.
The mother wants to know if they have art.
“Art is integrated into everything,” Fouks says.
“We paint walls and learn landscape design and
study patterns in nature.” Fouks suggests the
mother comes for a visit before deciding, and
sets it up.
Jones says Acacia Academy really helped her
daughter, who is now a student at Olive-Harvey

College. The young woman, with a round, welcoming face that Jones’ notes is as “pretty as a
peach,” will likely endure challenges her whole
life. “I just want her to be able to function with
some assistance,” Jones says.
What’s scarier to Jones right now, though, is
how Darion will fare. He was 2 when he joined
the family, and wouldn’t talk. At the time, a doctor told Jones it was because she wasn’t talking
about what he wanted to talk about.
She let that sit for a while. But once Darion
got to school, he started to act out. To make
matters worse, Darion was born legally blind in
one eye and that eye has a blue pigment. “Kids
would laugh at him,” she said.
Darion is a good reader, Jones says, pulling
out a trophy he got in preschool for reading 400
books. He has some deficits in math, but Jones
says the real problem is his behavior. “It overshadows the academics.”
Given that Darion’s father and sister died recently, and he was having more emotional problems, Fenger put him into a group therapy pro-

gram for children who had experienced trauma.
But Jones said she was told he wouldn’t cooperate in that group, and he stopped attending.
At South Central, the therapeutic day school
where he was finally placed, Jones says he seems
to be doing well. But she’s not sure what the future holds for Darion. Mental illness is difficult
to overcome, she says with a heavy sigh.
One thing that Jones knows is that as long as
she can, she will keep fighting, not only for her
children but for others who need someone. She
has served as a surrogate parent in IEP meetings for foster children, and readily gives advice
to mothers she knows who also are battling for
their children.
“I think parents do not know,” Jones says.
“Teachers want to mainstream all kids and some
kids do not fit well in the mainstream. Why do
we do it to these kids? Why do we set them up
for failure?”
Tell us what you think. Go to www.catalyst-chicago.org to
leave a comment, or email karp@catalyst-chicago.org.
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Hope aims high
The academy was created to be a model for inclusive education, but it must overcome
problems with staff turnover and recruitment of general education students.

I

By Rebecca Harris

n its first two years, Hope Institute Learning Academy was
roiled by the departure of two
principals, more than half the
school’s first cadre of staff and a
private education management
company.
The Academy, which aims to be
a model for the inclusion of students with special needs, lost a legal complaint filed by parents who
accused Hope of failing to provide
legally required special education
services for their children, raising
questions about whether the school
can achieve its goal.
Now, the school’s leadership
hopes it’s finally stepping off on the
right foot. But low test scores and
lack of a track record have made it
difficult to recruit students for its
general education program. And
the school is about to undergo another leadership change, with the
interim principal set to leave at the
end of the school year.
“We are currently in the process
of evaluating internal talent before
making a decision on a search strategy” for the next principal, Hope
spokesman Mark Schmidt says.
Hope Institute Learning Academy

is modeled on the private Hope Institute for Children and Families in
Springfield, which only serves students with developmental disabilities. Hope Academy, on the other
hand, is a public school operated
under a contract with CPS.
Most of Hope’s general education students come from the West
and South sides, seeking an alternative to their neighborhood schools.
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HOPE BY THE NUMBERS
 Enrollment: 90 special
education and 310 general
education students
 Annual budget: $5 million
 Attendance: 92%
 Mobility: 18%
 Students meeting state
standards on the ISAT
composite: 47%
Note: Enrollment is for 2012, other data are
for 2011.
Source: Chicago Public Schools, Hope Academy

In the surrounding Near West Side
area, other schools offer attractive
options: Suder Montessori, a magnet school; William Brown, which
has a magnet cluster program; and
Skinner West, which has a gifted
program.
Hope’s building, closed in 2004
and then renovated by CPS, is operating at just half its capacity. Hope’s
plan is to expand from K-5 to include 6th through 8th grade.
Interim Principal Sandra Morrow
says the school’s sibling policy is a
draw for many brothers and sisters
of students with autism. Otherwise,
many families would have to split
up general education and specialneeds siblings from each other.
The building is designed with
the needs of special education students in mind.
There is a “sensory gym” staffed
by occupational therapists, where
autistic students can use various
equipment—swings, a rock-climbing wall, pillows, a ball pit, and foam
barrels that hug their bodies—to
create calming body sensations

and provide a more socially acceptable replacement for the repetitive
behaviors that are characteristic of
some autism-spectrum disorders.
Color-coded stripes in the hallways
help students who might otherwise
struggle with navigation and directions, to find their way from one
room to another.
Some classrooms are self-contained and provide severely disabled
students with lots of one-on-one
attention. Students in these classes
are integrated with other students
for gym, music, lunch and media
periods, as well as assemblies, field
trips and after-school programs.
In transitional classes, students
attend at least two core-subject
classes with their peers in general
education. And an inclusive
classroom serves a mix of general
education students and students
with emotional and behavioral
disabilities.
But so far, only two special-needs
students out of about 90 are in general education classes full time.
A decline in test scores last year—
to 47 percent meeting or exceeding
standards on the ISAT, from 59 percent in 2010—has made it harder to
attract general education students.
Since inclusive classes by law must
be at least 70 percent general education students, Hope cannot admit more special-needs students.
Morrow says the school is on
the right track though. “Only being three years old, we are moving
in the right direction,” she says. She
also believes that the school has a
strong Response to Intervention
program, to quickly catch students
who are struggling academically or
with behavior.

Hope was originally discussed as
a campus of Chicago International
Charter Schools, says Beth Purvis,
director of the Chicago International Charter network. But that
idea was scrapped when organizers realized they couldn’t afford
to run a school for special needs
students at current charter school
funding levels.
Chicago International, though,
provided the contract school with
technical assistance and helped it
select Victory Education Partners
to run the general education side
of the school. (Victory currently
runs four Chicago International
campuses.) But the setup was unwieldy. From 2009 through 2011,
the staff reported to different supervisors—some at Victory, others
at Hope. Victory left at the end of
the 2010-2011 school year; Hope
officials say the split was amicable
and that there were no significant
problems.
Jeffrey Naumann, a former
teacher at Hope who is now at Pershing East, a magnet elementary
school, says he was attracted to
Hope’s philosophy of inclusion and
teamwork. But having two sets of
administrators sometimes caused
confusion.
“The weakness was breakdowns
in communication and expectations,” Naumann says. “Those
weren’t always clear.”
For the first several months,
Hope didn’t have a classroom for
students with emotional and behavioral disabilities. Yet many parents whose children could have
benefited from such a room—
children with unidentified special
needs or who just may have need-

ed extra help—gravitated toward
the school, Naumann says.
Plus, many teachers were inexperienced. In the 2010-11 school
year (the most recent year for
which teacher service records are
available) one teacher had 25 years
of experience, but the rest averaged
just over three years.
In fall 2009, two kindergarten
teachers quit within a matter of
weeks. “It was teachers who didn’t
have much experience in urban
education,” Naumann says. “They
find out it’s more difficult [than
they thought].”
A parent who took her son out
of the school after its first year (and
who asked not to be identified)
says that the school couldn’t provide the inclusive environment she
expected.
Hope promised that each classroom teacher would have several
aides, she says, but that did not
happen. A meeting was held to discuss her son’s Individual Education
Plan, or IEP, with his kindergarten
teacher. But the teacher, who later
quit, was “totally unprepared and
totally unaware of what his needs
would be,” the mother says.
At least twice, she recalls arriving at Hope to pick up her son,
only to find him missing. Once, he
had wandered off and was playing
alone on the school’s stage. She
later learned that he had been running and leaving the classroom up
to eight times a day, but says no one
had called to let her know about the
problem. The boy was moved to a
self-contained special education
room, she recalls, not for academic
reasons but because he could not
be supervised closely enough in the
general education classroom.
On another occasion, her son
was found running around a hallway, partially undressed because he
had had a bathroom accident. “No
one had immediately taken care of
him,” she says. “I was promised a
level of inclusion and attention that
they simply could not deliver.”
This mother was not the only
parent whose child had difficulties related to staffing. During a fall
2011 hearing, the school’s speech
therapist admitted that her growing
caseload had caused the student

A Hope Institute Learning Academy student works with equipment in a specially designed sensory gym. Students work with occupational therapists on physical skills and use equipment like the tube to create calming body sensations. [Photo by Jason Reblando]
involved—and likely others—to
miss over a dozen sessions through
the spring of 2011.
The hearing officer eventually
ruled that the school had failed to
properly evaluate the student and
provide the legally mandated special education services.
Parent attorney Nelly Aguilar
cites under-staffing as the likely
cause, and adds that school leadership did a poor job of helping parents participate—for instance, by
not calling about a child’s issues—
and made conflicts worse. “It
seemed like there was a very antifamily stance,” she says.
Naumann, however, has heard
praise for interim principal Morrow,
who worked at the school before
taking the post. “I’ve heard good
things,” Naumann says.
During a visit to Hope, it’s clear

that teachers are working to provide the extra support for students
with special needs.
In a kindergarten classroom,
students work in groups, cutting

out paper to create pictures of different geographical features. There
are two teachers, one for general
education and one for special education. They use cards worn on a
lanyard around their necks to supplement their communication with
some students.
Melissa Twarek, a school administrator who helps oversee special
education services, explains that the
classrooms use a stoplight system
to monitor each student’s behavior.
Children who need more constant
reinforcement have their behavior
rated on each task. Some students
also have their teachers sign off on
individualized point systems.
Down the hall, a 1st-grade class
that provides extra support has a
board with each student’s schedule
in pictures. “Before the transition
[to another classroom], the teacher
will put the next step up, because
they can’t handle more than one
icon at a time,” Twarek says.
Students spend most of their
time working one-on-one with
teachers in stations, “checking in”

at each work station by taking a
card with an icon that matches the
one on their schedule.
A girl is learning to match reallife objects to those in pictures. The
object she’s matching is placed on
a red sheet of paper. “The red paper is a trigger,” Twarek explains.
“It’s teaching her to respond to the
object.”
Lori Vallelunga, the former
senior vice president of strategic
development for Hope Institute
(now at Bethel New Life), says
that even during her tenure, the
school was doing well with training
teachers in how to include special
needs students.
But, she adds, a dearth of qualified candidates has made it hard for
the school to find the right leader.
“We have historically had schools
that were either special education focused or general education
focused, but not both,” she says.
“When you want to put a principal
in a school that has both groups of
students in large proportions, that’s
challenging.”
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The right choice?
Charter schools serve fewer special education students, and some struggle
to meld their unique philosophy with the needs of these students.

A

By Sarah Karp

t 6, Maria Martinez’ son
barely spoke a sentence,
and when he did, it came
out garbled. His reading
and writing skills also were below
grade level.
He was enrolled in a small Catholic school, and his teacher knew
he needed specialized help. But she
doubted the school could offer it
and gently explained to Martinez
that she would need to transfer him
to her neighborhood public school.
“I noticed it too,” says Martinez,
whose name was changed to protect the privacy of her son. “I noticed that he was disconnected. I
noticed him lost.”
Martinez took him and his older
brother to Sawyer Elementary, the
large public school not far from
her home on the Southwest Side.
The young boy was diagnosed with
autism and a significant speech
and language disability and started
getting special education services.

But Martinez was still worried. His
class had 32 students. The teacher
was kind, but wondered out loud
whether she had the time and attention to focus on him.
“This school had so many kids, I
never think that they could help my
son,” says Martinez, whose native
language is Spanish. “Many people
feel Sawyer is a good school and
probably it is, but not for my son.”
During his 1st-grade year, Martinez was again searching for a
school. Over the past decade, one
of the buzzwords in Chicago Public
Schools has been choice, and the
district has opened up myriad new
schools—most of them charters—
to give parents more options.
Martinez didn’t know whether a
charter school could embrace and
educate her son, given his special
needs. It’s a critical question that an
increasing number of parents are
asking as CPS continues its charter
school expansion. About 10 percent of CPS students are in charter
schools now, but with strong sup-

Unequal share
Students with learning disabilities, the least-severe form of disability, are far
more prevalent in charters than in regular CPS schools. As a result, special
education students in traditional schools are more likely to need extra
assistance and separate classrooms, putting a disproportionate burden on
traditional schools.
special education students

total

learning

cognitive

Regular CPS school
Charter elementary
Charter high school

other

13%

52%

11%

37%

9%

62%

4%

34%

14%

80%

6%

14%

Note: Students with more severe disabilities are those that require placement in separate, special
classrooms for the majority of the school day. The remaining percentages of students have emotional,
behavioral or other disabilities.
Source: Court documents from the federal Corey H. lawsuit
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port from Mayor Rahm Emanuel
and the School Board, the plan is to
increase enrollment three-fold in
the next decade.
In addition, how charter schools

serve special education students is
one of the last unresolved issues in
the landmark Corey H. case, the decades-old federal case under which
the district’s special education department was assigned an outside
monitor to evaluate whether students receive appropriate special
education services.
For years, the plaintiffs in the
case have argued that charter
schools are not serving their share
of special education students and
that the Illinois State Board of Education has found compliance problems. Lawyers for ISBE and CPS
(the defendants in the case) have
recently argued that the situation
has improved enough that monitoring is no longer needed.
But a response filed in February
by a lawyer for the plaintiffs notes
that a detailed look at the disability population in charters shows
some broad differences. Among the
points made by the lawyer is that
the overall percentage of students
with disabilities in charter elementary schools is 25 percent lower
than in regular elementary schools.
Among the special needs students
in charters, most have less severe
disabilities: 72 percent are learning disabled, compared to about
half in the district as a whole. Only
2 percent of special needs students
in charter schools have more severe
disabilities (as measured by the
percentage of students requiring
placement in separate classrooms

for the majority of the school day),
compared to more than 16 percent
in traditional CPS schools.
CPS officials, however, say they
do not think that charter schools
are out of alignment compared to
traditional CPS schools, and add
that charters should be compared
to magnet schools. Like charters,
magnets are schools of choice that
admit students by citywide lottery
and have similar special education
enrollment.
“They are handicapped by the
lottery,” says Richard Smith, chief
of the CPS Office of Special Education and Supports.
Smith said he was pleased with
the progress made by charter
schools. But at a special education
symposium in November, two of
his staffers told charter school operators that they need to do better.
Maureen Komperda, CPS director of special education for charter
schools, said at the symposium
that she was aware that some charters were still reluctant to accept
students with disabilities and were
“counseling” them out. The court
monitor, Kathleen Yannias, also
noted Komperda’s remarks in court
documents filed in early March.
Komperda and charter school
representatives stated at the symposium that charter school staff
need more training about special
education, especially about how to
work with students who have behavior disabilities.
An analysis by Catalyst Chicago
uncovered another disparity: Higher-achieving charter schools have
fewer special education students
than low-achieving charters. The
two highest-achieving Noble Street

Namaste Charter School teacher Sarah Thomas works with special education students in a regular classroom. Namaste’s administration stresses co-teaching, which
benefits children with special needs. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
high school campuses have a special education enrollment of 8 percent, compared to 16.5 percent in
the lowest-achieving Noble Street
campus. The district average for
high schools is 14 percent.
Alain Locke Charter, in rough
Garfield Park, is another example.
The high-poverty, predominantly
black school posts strong state
test scores, with nearly 90 percent
of students meeting or exceeding
standards on the ISAT. But fewer
than 5 percent of students are identified as having special needs, while
just blocks away, neighborhood elementary schools enroll more than
12 percent.
Rodney Estvan, education advocate for Access Living, an organization for people with disabilities, says
he worries about the “ghettoization” of special education students.
With selective enrollment, magnet
schools and now the better char-

ters not taking in a higher share of
special education students, more of
those students will be concentrated
in neighborhood schools.
“There are fewer and fewer options for these kids,” he says.
Rachel Shapiro, senior attorney
for the disability rights group Equip
for Equality, says she has worked
with parents who have applied for
charter seats and won the lottery—
only to be told, even before they
enroll, that the school can’t serve
their child.
“[Charter officials] will say, ‘I
don’t think you want to be here,’ ”
Shapiro says. Typically, the child
has a more severe disability and
needs a self-contained classroom,
but the charter school does not
have one that is appropriate.
Shapiro sees another problem:
charter school staff who cling to
the school’s strategies and ‘push
out’ students who cannot conform,

even if they have a diagnosed or
suspected behavioral disability. Often the issue is one of discipline.
But CPS’ Smith notes that charter schools across the country are
struggling to find the best strategies for educating students with
special needs. He believes CPS is
doing better than other districts on
this front.
In 2010, the Southern Poverty
Law Center and a coalition of
activists filed a lawsuit against
the Louisiana Department of
Education alleging that charter
schools in New Orleans were
discriminating against students
by failing to provide them with
needed services. Also, in 2010, the
Bazelon Center for Mental Health
Law filed a complaint with the U.S
Department of Justice claiming that
Washington D.C. charter schools
discriminate against students with
significant needs.

Charter school officials point
out that they are wrestling with
how best to work with students
with special needs. In fact, the issues are similar to those that traditional schools have long dealt with.
Illinois Network of Charter
Schools President Andrew Broy
notes that, for instance, it wouldn’t
make sense for a charter school to
have a room set aside for students
with cerebral palsy if only one student wants to attend. Yet Broy says
he tells principals they can’t turn
any student away.
Smith notes that traditional
schools often place students in
what are known as “cluster classrooms,” created for special needs
students from a group of schools.
Smith’s office is pushing charter
schools to develop their own cluster classrooms.
Broy also acknowledges that enforcing discipline can be problem-
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Kristin Gagnon works with a student in Namaste’s learning lab, a special room with extra equipment where children can work
individually or in small groups with teachers. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
atic. “The manifestation of a disability can’t be punished,” he says.
In October 2011, three charter
networks were given the go-ahead
to expand over the next three
years—LEARN, United Neighborhood Organization (UNO) and Noble Street. All three, however, have
faced federal civil rights complaints
filed by parents alleging that their
disabled children were mistreated.
LEARN and UNO resolved the
cases before a decision was made
by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights.
In the case of Noble Street, a
mother contended that her son,
diagnosed with Attention DeficitHyperactivity Disorder, was having trouble complying with Noble
Street’s strict student discipline
code. The student’s Individual
Education Plan (IEP), however, addressed only the academic aspects
of ADHD, not discipline. The civil
rights office denied the complaint,
suggesting to the mother that she
get the IEP revised.
Another complaint was also
related to discipline and was filed
against the University of Chicago’s
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Woodson campus. The mother
alleged that her son, who had
Attention Deficit Disorder, was
retaliated against for behavior
related to the disability.
The complaint was resolved before the Office of Civil Rights issued
its finding. The charter school leadership agreed to provide teachers
with training on how to work with
students who have ADD.
Shayne Evans, director of University of Chicago charters, would
not comment on the case, saying
he was not in his current position
when it was filed.
Evans insists that the university charter school network does
its best to serve the needs of all its
students. But Evans says he doesn’t
view students who need special
services any differently from other
students, and he sees no reason
why any student should be held to
a different standard.
“We just believe that all our
young people have capacity,”
Evans says. “We can help all of our
students. All 520 of our students
have different strengths and
differences.”

In some ways, the characteristics

that make charters attractive may
inadvertently contribute to the
problem. Charter schools are intended to be innovative and freewheeling—divorced from district
regulations and red tape, and with
their own unique rules and philosophies. But that model can collide
with the mandate to serve students
with special needs, whose IEP must
be followed, regardless of the charter’s set-up.
Helen Kossler, the head of special
education at Perspectives Charter
Schools, says she sometimes has to
have conversations with deans and
teachers about how to meld the
school’s approach to behavior with
the individual needs of students.
Perspectives’ founders created
a set of 26 principles that they insist students adopt, called “A Disciplined Life.” A Disciplined Life
aims to instill students with selfdiscipline, perseverance, integrity,
and responsibility.
Kossler says that for children
from stable families who have good
heads on their shoulders, A Disciplined Life provides a language and

structure for behavior. “Kids really
bloom,” she says.
But children with behavioral
disabilities can find it difficult to
adjust, and the school may have
trouble adjusting to them.
“It is not an easy marriage,” Kossler says.
For these children, Kossler says,
teachers might need to take the extra step and teach them how to be
compassionate and respectful. “We
don’t want to expel kids,” she says.
“We want to teach them.”
Plus, some parents complain
when modifications are given
for certain students but not their
child.
“Susy is allowed two warnings
before she’s given a demerit, while
Johnny gets nailed the first time,”
Kossler explains. To maintain student privacy, parents who ask for
an explanation cannot be told why
one student gets another chance
when their child did not.
Michelle Phillips, executive
director of the Family Resource
Center on Disabilities, says that
charter school staff do not, as a
whole, have the same background
in special education as teachers in
traditional schools.
Phillips says she and her staff
have gone to meetings at charter
schools for students with IEPs and
sometimes found that the teachers are clueless. Charter school
teachers are often inexperienced
and have gone through alternative
certification programs that do not
require the same number of classes
or seminars on special education,
Phillips says.
“From our perspective, there’s a
big lack of knowledge,” says Phillips, whose organization provides
education and assistance to parents as they seek the right services
for their children. “They are not
fully aware that they need to follow
IDEA.” IDEA, the Individuals with
Disabilities in Education Act, is the
federal law that governs special
education.
Parents need to be careful when

enrolling their children in charter
schools, says Phillips. She suggests
that parents investigate and understand the charter’s philosophy

and rules and think about whether
their child will be able to fit in.
Some parents will still choose
a charter, even if they are not sure
their child will do well. “There is a
prestige with charter schools,” Phillips says. “Sometimes, anything
seems better than their neighborhood school. Also, charter schools
seem safer.”
Kossler, too, says she can see
why parents are attracted to Perspectives and its heavy emphasis
on social and emotional learning.
“It is appealing to them, even if
they know there child is not there at
the moment,” she says.
Charter schools could indeed
represent a significant opportunity
for students with special needs.
Ramona Robertson, director of
special education at LEARN, says
that teachers at charter schools are
often willing to try new approaches
and aren’t encumbered by old ways
of doing things.
“I think that there is a different level of creativity in charter
schools,” she says.
One example is the solution
that LEARN teachers created for
a student with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder: drawing
a box around the student’s desk.
Now, he is allowed to get up, turn
his desk upside down or fiddle with
his shoelace, as long as he doesn’t
leave the box.
“All the while, that child is listening and learning,” Robertson says.
“As long as he doesn’t leave that box,
the teachers don’t bother him.”
At LEARN, each class has two
teachers, usually one more experienced and one newer to teaching.
While the less-experienced teacher
may not know the intricacies of the
law, he or she is often less rigid and
willing to try something different,
like the box, says Robertson.
Misperception may be one reason why fewer special needs students enroll at LEARN. The schools
are located in buildings that previously housed private schools, and
Robertson thinks parents believe
LEARN is like a private school and
will turn away a child who needs
special services. Some parents
won’t even reveal to the charter
school that their son or daughter

has a diagnosed disability.
Robertson says parents shouldn’t
think that charter schools are not
for them.
“All parents should have a choice
as to what school their child goes to,
whether they have a special need or
not,” Robertson says. “I don’t think
having an IEP should be a stumbling block to choice.”
On the opposite side of the spectrum are parents who flood a charter school with applications once it
gains a reputation for working well
with special needs students.
That is the case at Namaste
Charter, where almost 20 percent of
students are in special education.
Like all charter schools, Namaste’s
students are chosen through a
lottery.
Allison Slade, principal and cofounder of the small charter school
in McKinley Park, suspects that Namaste’s focus on health and wellbeing is one reason.
The school has an hour-long exercise block every day, plus recess.
Students participate in yoga and
dance, as well as traditional physical education activities. So if a parent thinks that their child is a bit
more active, or less likely to be able
to sit still for a whole day, they often
are attracted to Namaste.
Namaste case manager Gladys
Gutierrez smiles as she says, “We
have a group of parents who do a
nice job of telling others about us.”
Slade is a former bilingual
teacher and stresses that she is still
learning about special education.
But she notes that working with
special education students does
not mean that the school has to alter its philosophy, because they are
already focused on the individual
needs of students.
Martinez says she heard from
her sister-in-law that Namaste provides lots of support for children
with different needs. When Martinez went to visit, she was nervous
when asked about her son’s particular needs, fearing she would be told
again it wasn’t the school for him.
But her experience was just the
opposite. “They gave me a tour and
welcomed me in.”
Today, Martinez’ youngest son
loves to go to school and espe-

Charters seek more cash
for special needs

C

harter school operators have
long complained that the
district undercuts them when
it comes to funding for special education students and are pushing CPS for
more equitable funding.
Illinois Network for Charter
Schools President Andrew Broy
says that the issue is one of the last
remaining negotiation points for a
charter-district compact now in the
works. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is pushing these compacts
nationally, to encourage cooperation
and collaboration between charter
and traditional schools.
“It is a tough issue,” Broy says.
Charter schools want more money,
but they also want to keep their
autonomy. And CPS faces substantial
budget deficits in coming years.
When charter schools originally
came on the scene, they were given
two options: Have CPS special education teachers in their schools or take
$65,000 to hire their own teachers.
But two years ago, charters were told
to hire all their own teachers.
Maureen Komperda, the CPS director of special education for charter
schools, says that CPS teachers, whose
hours are set by the teachers’ union
contract and who are hired by the
district, simply did not work out for
charters, which typically have longer
school days and different schedules.
“It made much more sense for
charters to hire their own teachers,”
Komperda says.
This past summer, Komperda also
suggested to charter schools that
they hire their own clinicians, such
as psychiatrists and occupational
therapists.
Charter school operators say they
like having their own special education teachers and many of them have
brought on clinicians. But both are

cially likes Namaste’s learning lab.
There, he finds shelves full of manipulatives—items like blocks and
chips—and assistive technology,
plus teachers dedicated to helping

expensive. And while CPS reimburses
charter schools for the time clinicians
are needed, based on students’ needs,
charters themselves must pay for any
additional time.
Broy says large charter networks
can often support their own clinicians.
But smaller or one-campus charters
might need to form partnerships to
make clinicians financially feasible.
Allison Slade, principal and cofounder of Namaste Charter School,
notes that the $65,000 provided by
CPS includes benefits, leaving a salary
of just $45,000 for a teacher in a
high-demand area. To be competitive,
Slade sometimes has to pay more.
Nearly 20 percent of Namaste’s
students have special needs—a lot not
just for charter schools, but among all
schools. The school’s base per-pupil
spending is about $10,000. Namaste
receives an average of $7,500 per student from the district, but they must
supplement the rest with private
money. Plus, each special education
student requires, on average, another
$1,000, she notes.
Namaste also stretches its budget
to pay for a full-time case manager to
write Individual Education Plans for
special needs students. Materials are
another cost. Namaste has a learning
lab, chock-full of manipulatives, books
and other objects proven to help
students with disabilities learn.
One winter day, a group of children sit around a table as a bilingual
special education teacher goes over
the days of the week. In another
corner, a teacher reads with child, who
sits on a special blue foam cushion
that allows him to move around while
sitting, to help him concentrate.
Another young boy sits in front of a
computer, listening with headphones.
“All of this is expensive,” Slade says.
—Sarah Karp

him make progress.
“He is starting to say full sentences,” Martinez says. “He still gets
confused sometimes, but he tries.
Before, he just got frustrated.”
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